Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

General properties of ozone
Ozone is a chemical compound that has gained considerable attention in the past few

years. Ozone occurs naturally in the stratosphere 15 to 50 km above the surface of the earth in
concentrations of 1-10 ppm [1]. Ozone in the upper atmosphere is beneficial because it can
absorb harmful ultraviolet radiation; however, ground level ozone is harmful and is responsible
for nausea, headaches, and other respiratory problems in human beings. Ozone is a powerful
oxidant and according to OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration), the threshold
level for allowable exposure of a human being is 0.1 ppm in 8 h.
Ozone is an allotropic form of oxygen. It is a pale blue gas at ambient conditions, which
condenses into an indigo blue liquid at 161 K, and freezes to a deep blue-violet solid at 80.5 K.
The structure of ozone can be viewed as a hybrid of resonance structures (Figure 1-1).
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Figure 1-1. Resonance structure of ozone.
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Ozone is thermodynamically unstable with a free energy of G0298 = -163 kJ mol-1, and
decomposes thermally to dioxygen with a heat of reaction of H0298 = -138 kJ mol-1 [2].
However, it is thermally stable up to 523 K so that catalysts are necessary to decompose it at
lower temperatures [3].

1.2

Catalytic oxidation of VOCs using ozone
Catalytic oxidation is a promising method to control the emission of volatile organic

compounds (VOCs), a class of airborne pollutants with harmful effects on human health and the
environment. VOCs can be defined as organic compounds whose vapor pressures at room
temperature are greater than 0.01 psia (0.0007 atm, 70 Pa). The U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency defines VOCs as compounds of carbon that have high photochemical activity while
excluding pure carbon, carbonate carbon, solid carbidic compounds in which the carbon is
bonded to a metal, CO, and CO2 [4]. The use of ozone as an alternative oxidant to perform
complete oxidation in the catalytic oxidation of VOCs has been reported in the literature [5, 6, 7,
8]. Ozone has also been reported for the catalytic oxidation of gaseous reduced sulfur
compounds [9]. Ozone is a strong oxidant with oxidizing power exceeded only by fluorine, the
perxenate ion, atomic oxygen, OH radicals, and a few other such species [10].
Ozone has been found to be effective in reducing the conversion temperature for VOCs.
This is important because for air pollution control it obviates the need for heating and then
cooling large volumes of air. Naydenov et al. [11] studied the kinetics of complete oxidation of
benzene over MnO2 using ozone. They found that the decomposition of ozone and the oxidation
of benzene occurred within the same temperature range (283-353 K) while the oxidation of
benzene with oxygen took place at higher temperatures (> 433 K). They also found that the
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apparent activation energy for ozone decomposition (32 kJ/mol) was similar to that of benzene
oxidation using ozone (30 kJ/mol), and was lower than that of benzene oxidation using oxygen
(88 kJ/mol). Oyama et al. [12] compared the catalytic oxidation of ethanol over supported
molybdenum and manganese oxide catalysts and found a similar trend, with ethanol reacting
with ozone at lower temperatures than with oxygen. For the case of a 10 wt % MnO2/Al2O3
catalyst the activation energy for the reaction with ozone (3.7 kJ/mol) was lower than that with
oxygen (89 kJ/mol) and occurred at low temperatures (< 400 K). For the case of a 9 wt %
MoO3/SiO2 catalyst the activation energy for the reaction with ozone (10 kJ/mol) was similarly
lower than that with oxygen (92 kJ/mol) and also occurred at low temperatures (< 523 K). A
significant difference was found in the product distribution over the two catalysts, with carbon
dioxide being the main product over the manganese oxide catalyst and acetaldehyde over the
molybdenum oxide catalyst. Thus, the nature of the catalyst played a significant role in the
reaction pathway. In another study Ragaini et al. [13] investigated the oxidation of VOCs with
and without ozone over a barium promoted copper-chromite catalyst. They reported that styrene
was more easily destroyed by the combined action of ozone and catalyst than without ozone.
They also found that to convert styrene to a desired concentration (50 ppm) from the initial
concentration (250 ppm), a lower temperature (< 388 K) was required in the presence of ozone
than with oxygen (> 523 K).

1.3

Manganese oxide catalysts
Manganese oxide catalysts have been reported to be effective in catalytic combustion for

the elimination of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as ethanol [7], benzene [11], acetone
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[14, 15, 16, 17], methylethylketone [15] and C3 alcohols (1-propanol, 2-propanol, allyl alcohol)
[18].
Manganese oxide was chosen as the catalyst in this study because it is a well-known
complete oxidation catalyst for VOCs [19] and also an active catalyst for ozone decomposition
[20]. Kim et al.[21] studied the complete oxidation reaction of toluene and found that Mn had
the highest activity at lower temperatures (< 533 K) compared to Cu, Mo, Fe, V, Co, Ni, and Zn
metals supported on -Al2O3. Mn oxide was reported to have a higher ozone decomposition rate
than Co, Ni, Cr, Ag, Cu, Ce, Fe, V, and Mo oxides [20]. Previous work from our lab confirmed
that manganese oxide was effective in the decomposition of ozone [7, 22, 23, 24].
Characterization and reactivity studies conducted on supported manganese catalysts have
been reported in literature [25, 26, 27]. Buciuman et al. [25] studied -Al2O3 and SiO2 supported
manganese oxide catalysts using x-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman, and FTIR spectroscopies, and
found that the predominant manganese oxide phases were -MnO2 and -Mn2O3. Kepteijn et al
[28, 29]. studied the precursor effect on the alumina-supported manganese oxide catalyst using
XRD, temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), Raman spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. They found that to prepare manganese
oxide catalyst from two different precursors resulted in significantly different supported
manganese oxide phases, with Mn (III) and Mn (IV) oxides for the nitrate precursor and a highly
dispersed Mn (III) oxide for the acetate precursor. The mechanism of ozone decomposition was
also studied over alumina-supported manganese catalysts using in situ Raman spectroscopy [22,
24].
In this thesis the activity of the supported manganese oxide catalyst deposited on foam
substrates during acetone oxidation reaction using ozone is studied. The investigation of the
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structural properties of the manganese catalyst during ozone decomposition using an in situ x-ray
adsorption spectroscopy is also described.

1.4

Objectives
The primary objectives of this thesis are to better understand the chemistry of ozone in

the catalytic oxidation of acetone using manganese oxide catalysts, to characterize the catalysts,
and to study the effect of the support on the catalyst during the ozone decomposition reaction. In
order to achieve these objectives the following methodologies were used:

1. Synthesis of various manganese oxide catalysts with two different supports (Al2O3
and SiO2) deposited on a reticulated foam substrates.
2. Application of XRD and EXAFS measurements to identify the structure of the foam
supported catalysts.
3. Application of TPR (temperature-programmed reduction), oxygen chemisorption, and
BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) techniques to estimate the number of manganese
active sites.
4. Testing of the activity of the foam supported manganese oxide catalysts in the
acetone oxidation reaction using ozone.
5. Comparison of the effect of support on the ozone decomposition reaction using in situ
XAS (x-ray absorption spectroscopy).

1.5

Organization
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Chapter 1, “Introduction”, describes the background, objectives, and organization of the
thesis.
Chapter 2, “Acetone Oxidation Using Ozone on Manganese Oxide Catalysts”, presents
the preparation, characterization, and performance of the silica- and alumina-supported
manganese oxide catalysts deposited on aluminum oxide foam substrates during the acetone
oxidation reaction. A steady-state in situ Raman study on another powder manganese catalyst
supported on higher surface area silica is also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3, “In Situ X-ray Absorption Studies of Supported Manganese Oxide Catalyst
During Ozone Decomposition”, presents the study of the effect of the supports on the structure of
the catalyst during the ozone decomposition reaction using in situ XAS measurements. The
synthesis and characterization of the alumina- and silica-supported manganese catalysts with
different loadings are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 4, “Conclusions”, presents the conclusions of this research.
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